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Ref: A12760 Price: 410 000 EUR
agency fees included: 5.1282051282051 % TTC to be paid by the buyer (390 000 EUR

without fees)

Beautiful Stone Farmhouse, separate 3 bedroom Gite, huge stone barn/garage with land and superb views.

EXCLUSIVE INFORMATION

Town: Saint-Quentin-les-Chardonn
etsDepartment: Orne

Bed: 8

Bath: 4

Floor: 234 m2

Plot Size: 26410 m2

IN BRIEF
This stunning property boasts a beautiful 5 bedroom
stone farmhouse, private 3 bedroom gite, huge
stone barn with 6,5 acres of land. Situated in a quiet,
rural hamlet this idilic property offers huge business
potential or the perfect family home. The property
sits between the two towns of Vire and Flers, about
20 mins to both, and close to the smaller towns of
Tinchebray and Vassy. The port of Caen is about an
hour away. The house has impressive, spacious
bedrooms, a large sitting room with a huge granite
fireplace a stunning kitchen with an aga style stove.
Beautiful grounds which would be ideal for equine
use. A very well renovated and maintained property
with huge potential, a visit is highly recommended!
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3

NB. Quoted prices relate to euro transactions. Fluctuations in exchange rates are
not the responsibility of the agency or those representing it. The agency and its
representatives are not authorised to make or give guarantees relating to the
property. These particulars do not form part of any contract but are to be taken as
a general representation of the property. Any areas, measurements or distances are
approximate. Text, photographs and plans, where applicable, are for guidance only.
Leggett and its representatives have not tested services, equipment or facilities and
cannot guarantee the same.

Particulars for off-plan purchases are intended as a guide only. Final finishes to the
property may vary. Purchasers are advised to engage a solicitor to check the plans
and specifications as laid out in their purchase contract with the developer.
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LOCAL TAXES
Taxe foncière: 980 EUR

NOTES

DESCRIPTION
The main House:
The front door leads into the open plan kitchen and
dinning room measuring approx. 36m2 with
underfloor heating throughout. The impressive
kitchen is well equipped with exposed beams and a
wood burning aga style stove. A back door leads to
a patio area and gardens to the rear of the property.
Next to the kitchen is the sitting room approx
36m2. A very inviting comfortable room with a huge
granite fireplace a wood burning stove and a back
boiler. Off the sitting room is a shower room with
WC, and a utility room and a door to the rear
gardens.

A staircase from the dining room leads to the first
floor landing and two large bedrooms. The master
bedroom has an ensuite bathroom with shower,
bath and WC. Also an impressive walk in wardrobe.
On the other side of the landing is the second
bedroom with en suite.

Stairs from the landing lead up to the second floor
with an office and 3 further bedrooms and a
bathroom.

The house has been beautifully renovated to a high
standard with central heating throughout from a
heat exchange unit, as well as underfloor heating on
the ground floor and wood burning fire with back
boiler in the sitting room.

The Gite:
The front door leads into the sitting room with a
wood burning fire, and on into the kitchen. The fire
partially heats the upstairs with vents into the
bedrooms.
Stairs from the sitting room lead up to the first...
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